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The Opel GT is a front-engine, rear-drive two-seat sports car manufactured and marketed by
Opel in two generations â€” separated by a year hiatus. The first generation Opel GT [1] debuted
as a styling exercise in at the Paris and Frankfurt motor shows. The styling of the GT was often
cited as similar to the Chevrolet Corvette which went on sale in September The Opel GT was
equipped with a base 1. However, most buyers chose an optional 1. Some of the early models
also came with a slightly higher compression "H" code cylinder head. In , due to emissions
regulations, Opel reduced the compression ratio of the 1. Standard transmission was a manual
four-speed. A three-speed automatic was available with the 1. The model run of the Opel GT was
from to The Opel GT uses a steel unibody and a front mid-engined, rear-wheel drive layout. The
engine is mounted far back in the chassis to improve weight distribution. Front suspension
consists of upper A-arms and a lower transverse leaf spring â€” aside from the Opel's styling,
the unusual use of a transverse leaf-spring in the suspension was another remarkable
commonality with Chevrolet's Corvette. A live axle and coil springs are used in the rear. The
power-assisted braking system uses discs in the front, drums in the rear. Steering is
unassisted. One unusual feature of the Opel GT is the operation of the pop-up up and down
headlights. They are manually operated, by way of a large lever along the center console next to
the shifter. Unlike most pop-up headlights, they both rotate in the same direction
counterclockwise from inside the car about a longitudinal axis. Designed by Opel stylist Erhard
Schnell, [5] the GT is a fastback , that has neither an externally accessible trunk nor a
conventional hatchback. There is a parcel shelf behind the seats that can only be accessed
through the main doors. Behind the parcel shelf is a fold-up panel that conceals a spare tire and
jack. During to , a total of , cars were sold. The most collectible GTs are probably the first few
hundred cars hand-assembled in and the â€” models with the 1. In some markets, items like a
limited slip differential , front and rear anti-sway bars, heated rear window, and engine bay light
were standard, although most cars were shipped without them. Reasons for ending production
were the need to redesign the car to remain competitive with up-and-coming sports models,
such as the Datsun Z, as well as the termination of Brissonneau and Lotz ' bodybuilding
contract. Unusually for the period, there was no Vauxhall equivalent model to the GT sold in the
United Kingdom. The Sylvia was also designed with an eye to safety. The new Opel GT was
produced from to It was a badge engineered variant of the Pontiac Solstice and the Saturn Sky
and was available solely with the 2. It had inch alloy wheels. The car replaced the Opel
Speedster in the European lineup; however, it is not sold in right-hand drive in the UK, thus
there is no replacement for the Vauxhall VX The situation is similar to Holden in Australia, as the
Saturn Sky and Pontiac Solstice are produced at a North American plant, which does not have
the necessary tooling for producing right-hand drive vehicles. The Opel GT concept debuted on
27 January Power comes from a turbocharged 1. The concept features historic design cues
associated with Opel's past products; the twin tailpipes with the GT wordmark in the middle are
reminiscent of those on the original GT prototype. The car made its first public debut on March
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have put out some great cars. Examples of items on this list include Buick Regal and Opel
Corsa. This list of car models made by Opel is a great way to see how Opel has evolved over the
years. Opel types also have car class information available if you click on their names and go to
their dedicated page. Vauxhall Astra. Astra is a model name that has been used by Vauxhall, the
British subsidiary of General Motors on their small family car ranges since For its first two
generations, the nameplate was applied to right-hand drive versions of the Opel Kadett for use
in the UK. General Motors' Saturn division in the USA also offered a Belgian-built version of the
Astra as a captive import from late until Saturn was discontinued following GM's bankruptcy
Opel Corsa. The Opel Corsa is a supermini car engineered and produced by the German
manufacturer Opel since It has also been sold under a variety of other brands and also spawned
various derivatives in different markets. Its current fifth generation is built in Spain and in
Germany. However, despite its global presence, it has never been sold in the United States or
Canada Buick Regal. The Buick Regal is a mid-size car introduced by General Motors for the
model year. North American production ended in and began again in For the model year, Buick

re-introduced the Regal to the North American market, positioned as an upscale sport sedan.
Production and sales in China have continued since For certain model years between and , the
Regal shared bodies and powertrains with the similar Buick Century. Opel Vectra. The Opel
Vectra is a large family car that was engineered and produced by the German automaker Opel.
In the United Kingdom, the car was sold under the Vauxhall marque as the Vauxhall Cavalier
and later as the Vauxhall Vectra, from onwards. The Vectra was introduced in October as a
replacement to the Opel Ascona, and itself was replaced in by the Opel Insignia, the nameplate
spanning twenty one years and three generations of car It was replaced by the Chevrolet Omega
in , also an Opel spinoff. A luxury version of the Opala was marketed as the Chevrolet
Diplomata. It was used by the Brazilian Federal Police for many years. The military government
issued Opalas to its agents through the s. Its reliability and easy maintenance made the Opala
the choice of many taxi drivers and was also popular on racetracks. The Opala's long-lived
cubic-inch 4. Founded in January , General Motors do Brasil originally only assembled, and
later, manufactured, light trucks and utilities until the mids, when they decided to produce their
first Brazilian-made passenger car. The options varied between the traditional, large, more
expensive American-style cars that GM was already selling in the United States line, such as the
Impala , and the lighter and more economical models from German GM-subsidiary Opel such as
the Kadett , Olympia , Rekord and Commodore which were already imported to Brazil in small
quantities. The name Opala may come from the opal , which is a precious stone, colourless
when extracted from the soil, but which acquires multiple tones when exposed to light. GM
claims that this was not their intention, as the name Opala - one of six finalists from thousands
of suggestions - was chosen by a journalist. Its rapid acceptance with the general public led to
the approval of the choice. Around the novelty there were several spectacles, including an
appearance by Stirling Moss. Several Opala models were shown every half-hour. The first model
was the four-door sedan in the trims "Especial" Special and "Luxo" Deluxe. The round
headlamps not squared, as in the Opel Rekord and Commodore , egg-crate grille, styling cues
borrowed from the Chevy II Nova, and lamps fitted below the front bumper separated the Opala
from its European Opel siblings. In the back, a chrome strip with "Chevrolet" in black was
included with the more expensive trim. Small rectangular taillights similar to those on the
American Chevelle were mounted on the tip of the rear overhang, and small reverse lights were
mounted in the rear bumper, just below the fuel tank cap. An "Opala" badge spelled in a similar
font to the American Chevrolet Impala badge was fitted on the rear fenders, and the badges
denoting the rounded displacement of the engine in cubic centimeters or , later as well were
placed next to the front doors. Chrome hubcaps complemented the whitewall tires. Both
versions came standard with front bench seats bucket seats weren't available early in
production, but were later introduced and column-mounted shifter lever. Reverse lights, fuel
tank lock, and rear valance chrome strip were available only on the "Luxo" trim level. It was the
first time that this type of toy based on an Opala was produced. In the fall of , a more luxurious
version was added called Comodoro , reflecting Europe's Opel Commodore. The Comodoro-4
received a somewhat more powerful version of the 2. The same engine was used in the Opala
SS These engine were of traditional design for the era, with cast iron cylinder block and head ,
and overhead valves , actuated by pushrods and a camshaft mounted in the block, and
pressed-steel rocker arms , whose spherical fulcrum was GM's proprietary design. Fuel was fed
from either single or double-barrel carburetors. The 3. The six-cylinder engine's crankshaft had
seven main bearings there were five main bearings in the four-cylinders and the generous if not
redundant size of its inner moving parts attributed to its durability and exceptional smoothness.
The hydraulic valve lifters made for easy maintenance. The straight-six's biggest limitation
through the years was poor distribution of air-fuel mixture to the cylinders due to a sub-optimal
intake manifold design. Cylinders one and six on the ends of the engine , received the lowest
ratio, with a higher percentage of air in the mixture, while the central ones tended to get a richer
mixture, unbalancing the engine's stoichiometric efficiency. Only in , with the arrival of
multipoint injection in the Omega , was this problem finally addressed. The performance of
Opala 3. The 2. The main complaint with the four-cylinder engines was their roughnessâ€”so
rough that GM employees of the time called the engine "little Toyota", in allusion to the diesel
engine installed in the locally built Toyota Bandeirante. Both the Especial and Luxo had a
manual gearbox , rear wheel drive , front independent suspension and rear live axle , both with
coil springs. In front, the suspension components were anchored to one side, set in the unibody
with screws, later known as the subframe. The tires were the first tubeless tires used on a car
manufactured in Brazil. It had a diaphragmatic or "Chinese hat" clutch spring, which was
becoming popular throughout the world. The Opala SS, originally only available with the ""
engine, was the first version to receive a four-speed manual gearbox. This was coupled with a
tachometer and matte black paint striping. Engines: [ citation needed ]. When endurance races

resumed in Brazil in , the Opala found a great competitor, the Ford Maverick , which was
powered by an engine with a displacement almost a full liter larger. By coincidence, engine
development manager Roberto B. Beccardi was already working on an engine hop-up project on
his own, but GMB wasn't interested in it until Sharp and Balder's loss. It was slightly different
from the version that would be launched two years later: it didn't have a vibration dampener and
the cooling fan came from the standard , with four blades instead of six. It quickly homologated
a version of the Maverick with a four-barrel carburetor. On the racetrack, the determining factor
for victory was the driver's skill and the pit crew's organization. The rivals walked side by side.
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Reliability gets an even stronger boost, just as long as German precision technology is included
in the mix. Adam Opel AG, a unique and trustworthy German automobile manufacturing
company, has got what it takes to provide only some of the best vehicles that the motoring
world has ever seen. Originally founded to produce sewing machines way back in the year , the
company has decided to invest their technology in automobiles â€” and what a great decision it
has been. Performance Vehicles â€” the brand has its unique division on solely developing
high-performance cars. Its performance center has produced and outfitted cars for the British
Touring Car Championship. Conversion Vehicles â€” putting the pedal to evolution, the brand is
constantly making waves on finding ways to modify its already trustworthy vehicles. Their
special vehicles department researches on various ways on how to raise the performance levels
of their existing vehicles, both in terms of speed and reliability. Refined Insignia model. Green
Driving â€” just recently, Opel has decided to invest a large amount of their resources in
developing alternative fuel sources for their vehicles. Compressed Natural Gas is being tapped
on, to provide a cleaner and safer drive for their consumers. Aside from heated front and rear
seats, the Opel Astra also comes with this interesting â€” and rewarding â€” perk: AGR front
seats. More About Opel Astra on Wikipedia. The Opel Agila is a car designed and produced by
Opel, a German automobile manufacturer. Its production range was from to The first generation
is introduced as a city
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car while the following generation was transformed to a small MPV. More About Opel Agila on
Wikipedia. Supermini cars often hold large surprises. And with the Opel Corsa, a plethora of
wonderful motoring enhancements can be found in this nifty and exciting ride! With both
exterior and interior designs combining sports and executive design philosophies, this is one
car that stands out among other superminis! With the latest Opel Corsa releases, tech-savvy
motorists are definitely in for a treat. With several infotainment and connectivity-friendly
features, this is a car that brings the best of modern tech on every ride. More About Opel Corsa
on Wikipedia. Skip to primary navigation Skip to main content Skip to primary sidebar Skip to
footer. Refined Insignia model Image source: wikimedia. The Opel Models Opel Astra. Original
text: Thomas Kees â€” Transferred from de. Image Source: By joost j. Videos View All Videos.
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